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Coax to rca modulator

Leave the main content of Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius Posted: Sun July 29, 2001 1:24 Pm My capture card is a RCA video of it. How to convert coax f-plugs to feed it rca video? When I went to the radio shack looking (yes they did try to sell me a cell phone), I though I was looking for one of these box converters. But the guy gave me the
Right-Angle F-to-Phono Adapter model 278-260A. I found a 278-260 arrow on the Radio Shack page. Look at the picture Does it work? Or do I need something more complicated? Posted on: Sun July 29, 2001 4:19 p.m. You need to use vcr or cable box tune channel, and then output RCA. AFAIK, this dongle is for digital audio. Posted:
Mon July 30, 2001 6:40 If the checker you're talking about is an RF modulator, I believe you don't need one. Posted on: Mon Jul 30, 2001 at 7:05 am on Dongle does you nothing good. You need a tuner. VCR is probably the most convenient and common tuner. Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius Posted: Mon July 30, 2001 09:30 If you want to
convert RF composite video, you need a tuner, not an adapter, not a modulator. Posted: Mon July 30, 2001 10:35 If your coax is a cable company or antenna or ... then you must use something tuner to extract the video signal rf; client devices usually have outputs such as RCA. If your coax is from a tuner or VCR or ... some sort of that is
actually to offer a video F-59 slot (it's unlikely, but possibly, I think) the thing you picture should work. Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius Posted: Mon July 30, 2001 10:39 Wait, the map I use is a TV-Tuner card (mouthful, this is an Asus v8200 deluxe, do not hate me). Do I still need a cable converter or vcr to use the tuner? Or do I need
something rf modulator? I know radioshack sells cheap versions of it. Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius Posted: Mon July 30, 2001 11:54 Am you say you have a TV tuner ... Then you don't need a tuner. Or do I just need something to modulate rfrf is already modulated, why do you want to re modulate it? what? TV tuners demodulate
modulated rf. [This message was delivered to the stud on July 30, 2001 at 1:02 pm.] Posted on: Mon Jul 30, 2001 12:14 pm Asus Deluxe cards are not tuners. They have Svideo In and Composite In. As everyone else says, get videovrit, put the cable signal on the Video Recorder, and then output one composite cable asus video into then
glued rca audio cable to the mini slot. The mini slot goes to your line of sound card. One suggestion. Sony VCR's SUCK tuning channels. It's sending a weak signal. I recommend Panasonic. Confirmed By Math atheist Ars Legatus Legionis to Subscript Added: Mon July 30, 2001 2:59 pm Dude... My friends use an RF modulator for the
same thing. Except it's not from boxing... he has a tv coax only, its not cable ready ... it has a vcr that IS cable ready, but has RCA out only.. No coke... So we went to the radio hut and got an RF modulator... I got cable&gt;&gt;VCR&gt;&gt;RFmodulator&gt;&gt;TV works well ... I don't know what's going on with this deal... FoO Ars Tribunus
Angusticlavius Posted: Mon Jul 30, 2001 3:02 pm quote:Originally posted by FoO: Dude... My friends use an RF modulator for the same thing. Except it's not from boxing... he has a TV coax only, its not cable ready ... it has a vcr that IS cable ready, but has RCA out only.. No coke... So we went to the radio hut and got an RF modulator... I
got cable&gt;&gt;VCR&gt;&gt;RFmodulator&gt;&gt;TV works well ... I don't know what's going on with this deal... FoOgreat... but what does it have to do with this topic? Confirmed Mathematics atheist Ars Legatus Legionis to Subscriptor Posted: Tue Jul 31, 2001 12:38 Title = Coax to RCA ... my post ... Coax cable tv rca vcr rf modulator
coax attract only tv .... It's the same thing that's not a computer involved. yes, hell needs a tuner to get a video of it. If with this cable, hell need a decoder box.. I have not seen one that is rca out so hell still need a way to turn the coax signal rca, so the RF modulator should work well ... (although he is a tuner?) this is what it has to do with
the niit ... Hes got the cable.. But do not coax his map ... only rca right? so he has to change that ... That's all I tried to help do. Ars Tribunus Angusticlavius Posted: Tue July 31, 2001 1:14 pm still need five turn coax signal RCA, so rf modulator should work fineIt would be DEmodulator... is, a big... Maybe you should learn that... if you learn
spelling. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia &amp;amp; Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN: U51109KA2012PTC066107 Phone: 1800 208 9898 Cimple CO, Family Company based in
the US, is proud to offer this RCA Composite coaxial channel 3 / Channel 4 RF modulator SD converter. This compact device allows you to connect to an audio/video component, especially a TV that is not equipped with an audio video slot for any existing Xbox, PS4, PS3, PC, Laptop, TV, DIRECTV, Dish Network, Comcast, Cable, CATV,
STB, VHS, VCR, Camera, DVD, Blu-ray Player, or most other RCA device. It can even cascade and use our HDMI AV converter, convert an HDMI signal down to a coaxial signal. It is ideal for DVD players, games, digital cameras or video cameras and trays that are easily walled. The remote control is not rotated because this component
switches automatically when an incoming video source is detected. Supports RCA/CVBS/Composite/A/V inputs from 480i to 480p. Put this converter does not support HD, 3D or 4K. Input ports: Input ports: Rca. - Note that this device turns off automatically when the signal is present. Power ports: 1 Jack added to A/C power
adapter/transformer. Output ports: 1 of the coaxial signal/connection. Contents of the pack: 1 main unit (RCA RF modulator/Converter); 1 A/C wall plug power adapter; 1 RCA cable ~ 5 feet; 1 user manual. Make sure that you connect the power cord to the A/C power supply and make sure that the signal comes from the RCA device in the
Coax/RF device (it doesn't work backwards). (see also a reversal).
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